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As fashion brand logos have been used conspicuously, they have been recognized as a part of the
product design. Since the 2000s, fashion designers have actively begun to apply fashion brand logos to
product designs by transforming, patterning, and distorting, so the importance of fashion brand logos were
emphasized.

This article has attempted to establish the implications between fashion brand personality and the motif
which is applied to a fashion brand logo. 27 of fashion brand logos were chosen because they are easy
to access and have a history of more than 10 years. As a result, these 27 logos were categorized into 5
animal motifs: a horse, a bird, a snake, a dog and a tiger. In recent years, numerous studies have found
that the appearance and behavior of an animal affects their symbol system which is recognized by
humans. To deduce the symbolism which is communicated by a brand logo, archetypical symbols of 5
animals were analyzed as mentioned and the brand personality and image of 27 brands.

As a result, there are implications between the archetypical symbol of animal motifs and a brand
image and brand personality. A majority of the adjectives which express the archetypical symbolism of
animal motifs as well as brand image and brand personality are similar. Moreover, the personalities of
fashion brands categorized by animal motifs are different from each other, so how each animal motif
communicates different images and symbols was explored.
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